In the classical scheduling theory it is widely assumed that any task requires for its processing only one processor at a time. Nowadays with the technological progress this assumption has become not so obvious. In the paper, two algorithms for solving the problem of scheduling tasks requiring more than one processor at a time in the real-time environment, will be given. The first is based on a generation of all feasible layouts of tasks and on an application of linear programming. The second heuristic one is based on the descent search in solution space and the tabu search metaheuristic combined with linear programming.
Introduction
Classical models of scheduling assume that any task can be processed by only one processor at a time. Nowadays with the rapid development of computer and automated production systems this assumption has become not so appropriate. For instance, this is the case for self-testing multi-microprocessor systems where one processor tests others or diagnostic systems in which tested elements are simultaneously stimulated and their outputs analyzed [l, 4,9] . This approach may become useful with the development of new parallel algorithms and corresponding future task systems. The above problem has been studied in other publications. For the C,,,,, criterion and identical processor system it has been analyzed in [2] . For a uniform processor system and for dedicated processors it has been studied in [3] and [lo] . respectively. A more general model of multiprocessor task systems has been given in [Sj. In [ 1 l] scheduling with release times and due dates on a hypercube of processors has been analyzed. An algorithm finding a feasible schedule (if one exists), for tasks requiring a processor set of a cardinality of power 2, has been given.
In this paper, we extend the above model to cover the case of minimizing maximum lateness. We do not assume that a task can only require a number of processors which is a power of 2 (typical of a hypercube).
We define the problem as follows. We are given a task set 4 = {T', T"} with (T'I = ni (i = 1, k) and n1 + ylk = n. Processor set is P = {PI, Pz, . . . , Pm>. Each task Tj E Tj requires exactlyj arbitrary processors simultaneously during tJ time units (its processing time). Task T; arrives at the system at moment Y: (called ready time) equal for all the tasks to 0, and is supposed to be completed by dJ (its due date). All tasks are independent. A schedule is preemptive, i.e. each task can be interrupted and restarted at no cost. Optimality criterion is maximum lateness L,,, = ITlaXj, il,ki,l $ i G n, 'C: -d"j where C{ is the end of Tfs execution. Let us sort events in the system. Thus 1 I) e, = 0 is the moment when the first task appears, e, is the last due date, r1 = el -el_, is a length of an appropriate time interval. A processing capacity of m processors in this interval is equal to mrl.
We will give two algorithms for solving the problem. The first is based on a generation of all feasible layouts of tasks (and can also handle the more general case ofasetoftasks.Y={T',T',...,
Tk)).
The second -heuristic one -is based on the descent search in a solution space and the tabu search (TS) method. Section 2 presents a description of both algorithms and Section 3 reports results of a computational comparison of algorithms.
Problem solution

Feasible sets based approach
By a processor feasible set we mean here a set of tasks which can be processed simultaneously.
Let there be M1 different processor feasible sets in the Ith interval with processing time Xii for set i. Let Qh, Qfj be sets of indices of feasible sets containing Fig. 1 . Thus, our scheduling problem can be considered as a search problem in the discrete space of 2 = zr x z2 x ... x z,. We will look for optimal values of zr. z2, . ,z,. for which I,,,,,, is minimal.
Let xl; denote a processing time of 7k in interval I on processors PI, . .PLj,,:ki kz, and on processors 
r,
t', (W Constraints (6) mean that the sum of parts of T '-tasks processed in [a, er_J cannot be greater than a sum of processing capacities of processors PI,. . . , Pkjm,k,_kzl in the whole time interval [et, eipl] and processors Pkim!ki_kz,+ t, . . . ,Pki,nik,-kz,+k in the interval [er_ 1, el_ 1 + at]. Constraints (7) and (8) require that the sums of parts of T '-tasks in intervals [Q_ ,, el_ 1 + at] and [er_ I + uI, eJ, respectively, are not greater than processing capacities of appropriate processors. Constraints (9)-(11) express that no part of any task can be greater than the time slot given. Constraint (13) is a result of the integrality of problem formulation. Eqs. (14) and (15) guarantee that each task is entirely processed. This is a mixed integer nonlinear programming formulation, but for fixed zz, I=1 , . . . , r it can be reduced to a linear programming (LP) problem. In the worst case it leads to O(Ltra,/kJ') different LP problems. Since this number can be great we would like to use additional pieces of information to reduce the number of visited solutions. The following theorem simplifies the search problem.
Theorem 1. L,,;,,(Z) is unimodal.
Proof. Objective of this proof is to study how the minimum value of L,,, varies when all but one zr are fixed. The proof will be divided into two parts. The first part will be concerned with the case L,,,(~))lf:E~~~,, (r + I) for I = 2,. . r. while the second will deal with the case L,;,,(Z)lz:Zl$, ,ii r,.
From (6) for I = 1 it can be found that (16) and from (7) and (8) for 1 = 1
From (14) we have ~~.~,i = ,~,iir
From (15) we have
Consider only one zlr I = 2, . , r, variable, while the rest of 2 components are fixed (including zr). Variables zl, ur, , ~1, are free and can influence values (18) and (19). The increase of al, . , a,. may cause the reduction of (1X), and simultaneously the increase of (19). On the other hand, not in all intervals this relation is valid. There can be intervals, for "j given, where the increase of oJ does not cause the increase of (19). This can take place, for example, in interval .i where the number of uniprocessor tasks is smaller than k;j + (nz -kLm,'kl). Let us denote by G the set of all such intervals .i where, for given Zj, changes of ~lj do not force simultaneous change of (18) and (19). In interval j not included in G a reduction of aj gives more space for processing uniprocessor tasks. But k such tasks not always exist. Let us denote by xi the number of uniprocessor tasks that can benefit from reduction of II,, 
Now we are going to analyze the above inequalities as functions of a, and zl. Inequality (22) is a linearly increasing function of z1 and linearly decreasing function of a,, while for inequality (23) the situation is opposite.
L,,, as a function of zI has at most three intervals where it is monotone (cf. Fig. 2(a) ).
In the first interval [l,u] inequality (17) In the first interval the smaller al, al, aj (j$G -{I)), the smaller L,,,. Thus, in the first interval of z1 variables al, al, aj (,j$G -(1)) are equal to 0 and (23) can be rewritten as follows:
C2 -t,ztk kzl + m -kl_m/k] -et < L,,,.
This is a linearly decreasing function of .zI. In the second interval (16) and (17) are equal, from this we get
From the above equation and (16) we obtain
After replacing Czlxli and Crir(uri + Uli), L,,, can be expressed in the following way (from (20) and (21)) CZ + kc1 -t-Cj+c,j+ I (Kj -kfaj 
This is a linearly increasing function of zI achieving minimum when al = rr and aj = Zj forjEG -{2}. From the above discussion one can conclude that L,,,(iYIifIEZstci + Ij is convex and piecewise linear function for I = 2, . . . , I (cf. Fig. 2(b) ). Now, in the same way we will analyze the function Lmax($(::Z~~&tiif-IJ. Consider L,,, as a function of al and z1 (cf. Fig. 3(a) ). Again, we have three intervals: [l, a] where (17) The above theorem guarantees that the number of local minima is not growing with the size of the problem.
We are going to search in Z space in the straightforward way. The value of L,,,(F) will be improved as much as possible with zI variable assuming zi, . , zl_ 1, zl+ 1, . . . , z, constant.
Then, zI + 1 is assumed to vary and the remaining components of Z are constant and the same procedure is applied. This approach, however, may result in being trapped, either in local minimum or if a solution better than the current one differs in more than one component of Z. In order to avoid being trapped, we apply Tabu Search (TS) metaheuristic (after an application of the descent method) in the way it was described in [668] . Moreover, we do it to deal with integrity of zl, . ,z,. Let us formulate briefly our version of TS method. What is more, an approach using TS remains polynomial in the average case even for 111 not fixed. Nevertheless. this is a heuristic method and an optimal solution is not guaranteed in every case.
Computational results
In this section we present results of a computational comparison of methods described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. From Fig. 6 it can be seen that an execution time of the descent and TABU method is growing significantly slower than that of the feasible set method. Thus, at about IO task instances the heuristic method is superior. 
Comparison of memory utilization
Results of simulation are presented in Figs. 7 and 8.
It can be easily seen (Fig. 7) that memory utilization for the heuristic method is growing slower and at about 10 tasks is superior to the feasible set method. An method solves larger both methods and for obvious consequence is the fact that the descent and TS instances of the problem. Fig. 8 shows instances solvable for two and four processors.
Comparison of generated solutions
We took a sample of 1046 examples over a range of 2 . 16 tasks for task types T2 and T'. processors and 2.. 16
Only for 8 examples the TS based method gave worse solutions than the feasible set one. This is only 0.76% of examples. Let us summarize the results of the computational comparison. It seems to be easily visible that the descent and TS method compares well to the feasible set method. From the point of view of execution time and memory utilization the method exploiting TS based method is significantly better for bigger instances. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented two methods for solving the problem of scheduling multiprocessor tasks in a real-time environment. The first is an exact algorithm, the second -a heuristic one. A number of computational experiments showed that heuristic method compares well to the exact method not only from the point of view of execution time and size of solved instances but also from the point of view of quality of generated solutions.
Further studies in the area could include designing algorithms for this problem with lower computational complexity or scheduling of tasks requiring prespecified processors.
